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NOTE: This book will not include CD or any physical component with itWith proven pedagogy
that emphasizes critical-thinking, problem-solving, and in-depth coverage, New Perspectives
helps students develop the Microsoft Office 2013 skills they need to be successful in college
and beyond. Updated with all new case-based tutorials, New Perspectives Microsoft Excel 2013
continues to engage students in applying skills to real-world situations, making concepts
relevant. A new Troubleshoot case problem enhances critical thinking, and a new tutorial on
Managing Your Files helps students navigate Windows 8. As always, New Perspectives
improves learning outcomes and transference of skills by helping students understand why what
they're learning is important.

About the AuthorJune Jamrich Parsons is an educator, digital book pioneer, co-author of Texty
and McGuffey award-winning textbooks and a TAA fellow. She co-developed the first
commercially successful multimedia, interactive digital textbook that established the standard
for platforms now being developed by numerous educational publishers. In addition to authoring
textbooks for Course Technology and Cengage, Dr. Parsons' career includes extensive
classroom teaching and product design for eCourseware. She also served as a creative
strategist for MediaTechnics Corp. and director of content for Veative Virtual Reality Labs. A
member of the Association for Computing Machinery, she holds a Ph.D. in instructional
technology and Certified Computing Professional certification.An esteemed professional and
respected author, Dan Oja, along with June Parsons, purchased an Apple II+ in 1981 and
quickly became fluent in BASIC, dBASE II, Lotus 123, WordStar, and a variety of accounting
programs. The next year, he and Dr. Parsons opened a successful small computer retail store
that offered software instruction to children and adults. With Dr. Parsons, Mr. Oja began writing
and creating educational software for Course Technology in 1992. Together, they contributed to
the leading success of the Windows for Business and Illustrated Series. They also developed
the New Perspectives, e-Course, and Practical series. Today, Mr. Oja�s and Dr. Parson�s team
of highly skilled media specialists and desktop publishers located in various states and
provinces work together via the Internet to deliver exceptional texts.Roy Ageloff has taught
courses in computer programming, database design and development, accounting information
systems, and office productivity software at the University of Rhode Island and has written
textbooks in programming languages, database software, and spreadsheet applications. He is a
business consultant and teacher at Paradise Valley Community College, Arizona.A leading
textbook author, lecturer and instructor, Patrick Carey has authored or co-authored more than 40
popular academic and trade texts for the academic market. He has taught and written about a
wide range of topics, including website design, JavaScript programming, Microsoft Office and



Excel, statistics, data analysis and mathematics. Mr. Carey received his M.S. in biostatistics from
the University of Wisconsin, where he worked as a researcher designing and analyzing clinical
studies. Today, he splits his time between Wisconsin and Colorado, and when he is not writing,
he can be found hiking and cycling.Ms. Carol DesJardins spent 25 years in the private sector as
a programmer, systems analyst and eventually Chief Information Officer. During that time, she
honed her skills with Excel as an analysis tool. She transitioned her knowledge to the classroom
and has taught several applications and programming courses. Ms. DesJardins co-authored her
first textbook on Excel. In addition to writing, she continues to teach at St. Clair County
Community College.
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Joe, “Great for learning Excel Skills. If you are looking for a walkthrough on how to learn excel
functions or programming on excel this is the book for you. It is easy to read and great for
beginners.”

Tak, “Best. Textbook. Ever.. Rented from RentU; came in condition as described.This is seriously
one of the best textbooks of any subject I have used.I purchased a SAM code at my campus
bookstore, but having the physical book when doing assignments really helps, since the ebook
does not have page numbers. My instructor gives out assignments that must be completed to
the specified pages, which is what led me to renting it.Anyway, all the examples and lessons
help. As another reviewer mentioned, you can download free lessons from Cengage's site,
which I hope to do when I have free time.I love it so much that I even want to purchase a copy,
but the price is what is preventing me from doing so and from giving it five stars.Again, this is an
extremely well-written textbook that makes learning about something difficult relatively simple
and interesting.”

Roonney Mendez, “Good book for beginners, needs some fixing though. Not bad, I think this
book is intended for all audiences of all ages, whether you're a kid or someone who has some
moderate experience with Excel or someone who's never used Office before in their life so that's
why sometimes it feels repetitive or dumbed down. Personally, I think it could've been trimmed
down significantly (it's like 2 inches thick) it has some unnecessary things added in and just
carrying it around would've been more feasible if it were half its size. Wish they would've
addressed the Mac version. Other than that it has a few errors that were missed during editing.”

Anon, “The New Perspective series is hands down the best way to learn any programs from the
Microsoft Office 2013 software suite.. The New Perspective series is hands down the best way
to learn any programs from the Microsoft Office 2013 software suite. Each chapter introduces
the user to software functions in a very logical progression. You will start from scratch and work
your way through the simplest functions first and with each new chapter build upon skills you've
already mastered. Each Chapter also includes review projects and assignments designed to
reinforce your new skill skills. The CD-Rom included with the package includes all the starter
files for review projects and assignments, but if you are using this book as part of a learning
course these files may be available for download through your learning institution.”

Robert M. Ulatt, “Excel 2013 course text book.. Taking a course with this book. Lessons are
easy to follow. Could use a little more guidance on when to do different functions or the logic
behind them. Illustrations are the best features. A thumb drive makes it easier to keep the work
separate from the "C" drive.Book came in very good condition and was well worth the price.”



Dana, “This book is excellent and very easy to follow but it is huge .... This book is excellent and
very easy to follow but it is huge and heavy. I had previously ordered the brief edition which
covers tutorials 1-4 and this version covers tutorials 1-12. I wish it had just been 5-12 so that the
book was smaller and lighter to carry around.”

Crystal, “It's really easy to follow it through step by step. It's helping me learn what I need to
learn. It's really easy to follow it through step by step. My only problem with this is that it's hard to
lie it down and read to follow through. Would have preferred a ringed system on a book like this.”

Ebook Library Reader, “.. Just as advertised. No issues with this”

Diana, “great price, great condition. great price, great condition”

lily, “I like it overall. It's very helpful and the shipping was really fast. I like it overall.”

WEI LU, “I love this book. I love this book, seller and deliver time. the book was delivered after
one day  I booked. It is amazing.”

The book by June Jamrich Parsons has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 168 people have provided
feedback.
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